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Dear friends and colleagues
Earlier in 2018, when we were still deciding on a theme for the 2018 conferences,
board members of the Africa Reggio Emilia Alliance were reflecting on how the
Reggio Emilia approach is still relatively new in South Africa. What that means
is that we’re still collectively grappling with the changes it asks of us as teachers
and as people – and how to make such a rich philosophy of children possible and
sustainable in our context, with our children, in our schools — and not burn out.
Looking back now, we realise how incredibly lucky we were to have Paola Strozzi
with us as our keynote speaker this year. From the first day, it was apparent how
much she cares about teachers – and ensuring we have whatever we need to do
this incredibly important, incredibly challenging work. Paola, you have given us
so much in terms of advice, tools, inspiration and affirmation for moving forward.
Thank you for your heart, your intuition, your empathy, your support and solidarity.

A resource to help you reinvent your role as a teacher
There was so much shared during those days on conference, that it’s possible
to miss something important, or simply forget about further research you were
hoping to do. To help you, we’ve tried to capture as much of the conference as
possible, and curate the insights shared. If you were fortunate enough to be at one
of the 2018 conferences, may this be prompt, a memory trace of your conference
experience and a resource for you and others in the months and journey ahead.

Words of thanks
Our deep gratitude goes to all those in Reggio Emilia who continue to support us
and make our work possible; to the Albert Wessels Trust, whose generosity ensured
we could host the conferences in the first place; and to Reddam House Waterfall
and Nova Pioneer Ormonde for providing us with the venues, free of charge. And to
you, for forming and nurturing the circles of support, connection and collaboration
that ensure the Reggio Emilia approach can survive and thrive in South Africa.
Yours in solidarity,
The Africa Reggio Emilia Alliance
www.reggio.co.za

Captured and curated by Judith Browne • Designed by Kevin Shelley Davis
On behalf of Boundless Industries
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More about our 2018 keynote speaker
Paola Strozzi has over 30 years’ teaching experience in Reggio
Emilia – first at Arcobaleno municipal infant-toddler centre (from
1970-1980), then at Diana municipal preschool (1980-2003).
At the Diana school she was in charge of teaching a child with
autism (1999-2003), and has gone on to attend and speak at
multiple conferences and seminars on children with special rights.
From 2004-2006 she worked at the Centre of Documentation
and Educational Research of the Istituzione Scuole e Nidi
d’Infanzia. Following completion of a research thesis on point-ofview coordination at preschool through Scienze della Formazione
Primaria dell’Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia (2007), she’s
been working as a pedagogista of the pedagogical coordinating
team of the Istituzione Scuole e Nidi d’Infanzia.

Note: We’ve structured this resource approximately along the lines of the
conference programme — with the exception that notes on the presentation by
Karin Murris, Joanne Peers and Rose-Anne Reynolds can be found at the end.
We’re still hoping to put together a booklet of all the South African presentations
given in the breakaway sessions — hopefully something like this can be put
together before year end.
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Reggio Emilia in context
The philosophy of education emanating from Reggio Emilia, Italy, is a contextual
one – it draws from and gives back to its immediate context, culture, history
and people. As such, Paola began the conference with an introduction to her
home city, and the context out of which the Reggio Emilia approach emerged –
including a brief summary of some of the thinkers and research that continue to
inform the approach.

A brief introduction to the city of Reggio Emilia
Reggio is a small city of 171 595 residents. That said, 17.5% of the population comes from
more than 100 different countries – a marked change in the last 20-30 years, and “an
opportunity for research, because children can find many differences, different ways,
but also a challenge, because not all children come speaking Italian.”
The city invests 13% of its budget in educational services in early childhood.
• 41.8% of children aged three months to three years attend private or municipal infanttoddler centres
• 96% of children aged three-to-six years attend private, state or municipal preschools:
“But we are worried about the 4% who arrive at school without being at a school of
childhood – we need to know: who are these children, who are these families, who
don’t ask to bring these children to school. We try to offer one day, two days, just to
try the schools. We offer many experiences just to meet these children, these families.”
• The adult-child ratio at infant-toddler centres is one teacher to every five children
under one year of age, and one teacher to seven children between one and three
years of age. The adult-child ratio in the preschools is two teachers to 26 three-to-sixyear-old children. In the preschool, children have the same two teachers for all three of
the years – but the class moves together into a new classroom each year.
• The infant-toddler centres and municipal preschools of Reggio are part of an
integrated public system of over 80 early childhood services:
— 33 managed by municipality
— 14 managed by cooperatives on special agreement
— 21 managed by FISM (Catholic schools)
— 14 managed by the state
— 4 managed by private entities

Reggio Emilia is a living experience, not a model to copy
“The schools of Reggio Emilia are a living experience. We are not a model that has one
or two main references. We have many references, and we are searching for many more.
You can learn from different thinkers… For us innovation, change, research, is something
that takes time. And we continue researching, innovating, step by step. We work for
innovation. We have to innovate the approach to children and learning, changing the
culture, step by step, little by little. Ours is a project of ongoing research.”
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Why the schools of Reggio decided to make learning visible
“It’s very important not only to talk about children, but to document what we know
about children in order to develop teachers professionally. We host exhibitions not
because we are proud. First of all, they’re an attempt to make our research visible, and
therefore questionable and shareable. Try always to make visible what you do with
children, because this is an act of humbleness, not an act to say ‘I’m the best’. It’s a way
of saying ‘this is what we are able to do, with what we have, with real children.’”

Reggio thinks of their preschools as “schools of children”
“In Italian, we don’t have a word for preschool. We speak of scuole d’infanzia – a school
of children. Preschool is not about ‘preparing’ children for primary school. We are not
a substitute for mothers. We are not a school for children, where we adults provide
everything. This is a school of children.”

Early childhood is a smart investment
Paola referenced the work of Nobel laureate in economics James Heckman to
illustrate that the the earlier you invest in early childhood, the greater your return.
“It’s very important to invest in early childhood… but not so easy. We have this
problem also in Europe.”

Source: https://developingchild.harvard.edu/
resources/inbrief-early-childhood-programeffectiveness/
Source: https://heckmanequation.org/
assets/2014/04/The20Heckman20Curve_
v2.jpg

To her point, the city of Reggio invests 13% of its budget in educational services in
early childhood: “We are very lucky, but we have an obligation to show the people of
Reggio Emilia how we work with children… We – we parents, we teachers – have to
make children visible. We have to say to politicians, parents, to other people: Look what
children are able to do, are able to feel, together.”
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Reggio Emilia is a socio-constructivist approach
“Ours is a socio-constructivist approach – that recognises that learning is an
interactive process of exchange. It is not seen as an accumulation of knowledge,
but as a construction of meanings and maps of meanings, that allow children to
interpret the world.”
“In Reggio Emilia we refer to many thinkers and educators who’ve informed the
ongoing research into early childhood in Reggio Emilia.
Just quoting only some of them:
“Loris Malaguzzi
• From Cognitive psychology: Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky,
[the main founder
Gregory Bateson, Jerome Bruner, Humberto Maturana,
of the Reggio Emilia
Francisco Varela, Edgar Morin
approach] used to say
• From the Active schools: Ovide Decroly, Édouard
you don’t only have to
Claparède, Adolphe Ferrière, Célestin Freinet, John
read about pedagogy,
Dewey, Maria Montessori
but about art,
• From Neuroscience: Vittorio Gallese, Giacomo
architecture, biology,
Rizzolatti, Stanislas Dehaene, Brian Butterworth
mathematics …”
• From Embodied cognition: George Lakoff, Rafael
Nunez

What neuroscience tells us about how children think
Paola went into more depth about how current neuroscience has influenced the
approach: “Neuroscience is a multidisciplinary scientific approach that holds together
medicine, philosophy, art, pedagogy, psychology, etc. It studies how the brain works,
thinks and learns. We do not have a brain made in separate modules. Our brain is an
integrated network… At every moment the brain is changing and interconnecting. Every
physical activity has neurobiological correlations, that modify the neural network.
“Neuroscientists say that we are born with 100 billion nerve cells, and in the first two
years of life we lose more than half of the neurons present at birth, while 80% of the
synapses we will keep for the rest of our life, are developed. If the experiences we offer
to children can modify their synapses, that’s a big responsibility for us. We have to take
into account an extremely plastic brain, developed by means of their experiences.”
• Representational re-description: In particular, Paola referenced the work of Annette
Karmiloff-Smith, one of Piaget’s students, specifically her ideas in the book Beyond
Modularity: A developmental perspective on cognitive science: “Every experience
allows us to re-describe the concepts learned, in a learning that is not given once for
ever, but continually reformulated. When we learn a concept, it’s not something that
is kept in our mind unchanged. Every time we interact with a new experience of the
concept, the concept changes.”
• Mirror neurons: Paola then referenced research into mirror neurons (specifically “I
know what you are doing: a neurophysiological study”, a 2001 paper by Fogassi,
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Fadiga, Gallese, Keysers, Kohler, Rizzolatti and Umilta): “Since the very beginning, we
are very attentive to others. In our brain we have some neurons that are very attentive
to others’ movement, and interpreting others’ movement as intention. My neurons
‘mirror’ what you’re doing just by watching you. We are born in order to stay together,
in order to imitate. I learn just by looking. We learn by imitating… So often we’re told
not to copy, or we don’t want others to copy us. This
“We are constitutionally
is against our biological nature. We are made to do
something together, to think together. And if our
social. It’s this idea
brain is made by learning together, we think it’s very
of ubuntu, or umuntu
important to create in a school a place where children
ngumuntu ngabantu –
can stay and relate together…”
I am what I am because
• Theory of Mind: Paola also referenced research into
of what we all are. What
theory of mind – the ability to understand that others
can this philosophy
have their own thoughts, feelings, opinions and mental
and vision of humanity
states that might be different from your own. She
mean about learning?
specifically referenced the 2004 paper “Understanding In her book, The
intentions in social interaction: the role of the anterior
Posthuman Child,
paracingulate cortex” by Walter et al: “The ability to
Karin Murris says it’s
attribute mental states to others is a human cognitive
‘to learn to think-forstrategy of great power and effectiveness… So often
yourself-throughwe speak and think of children as if they are single
thinking-with-others.’”
individuals. We don’t see them as a group of thinkers…”

Traditional idea of children in Italy
Paola spent some time talking about traditional ideas of children in Italy, as a contrast
to the Reggio Emilia approach. Traditionally, an infant-toddler centre is a place of or
for care (understanding that, in Italian, the word for ‘care’ carries less depth than in
English. In Italian it’s primarily focused on basics like tending to the children, feeding
them, changing them, soothing them when they’re upset – and doesn’t include ways we
might care for a mind, or take an interest in how a child is feeling and why). Preschool
is a place for socialisation, and primary school is a place of learning. In the schools in
Reggio Emilia, by contrast: “Care, socialisation and learning are simultaneous concepts
and processes, they are intertwined and interdependent… If I am in a place of deep
socialisation, I learn a lot. If I socialise in a good way, I care and am cared for…”
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Learning is not linear
“Learning is a non-linear process of construction… Our learning as human beings is
made of continuous connection, continuous reconstruction. Children have to have the
opportunity to manifest, to find different experiences, in order to meet the same concept
from different doors, and not to be judged … This is something we also have to share
with parents… It’s not just improving, improving, improving…”

Learning is something we do together
“Learning is made of awareness, emotion, subjectivity, aesthetic, ethic, affectivity… It’s
not only to do, but to talk about what we do. To talk about what we made together,
about its meaning. In every learning there is a piece of you, or me… Why in Reggio Emilia
do we focus on little groups of children? Because in little groups you can listen together,
you can learn together. You can do things and find things, and in different ways.”
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The hundred languages of children
The 100 languages of children is a metaphor for the many ways in which
children explore and express themselves in the world. Paola spent some time
talking through the role of the environment, the teacher and the atelier in the
construction of learning contexts that recognise and embrace these many ways
of being and seeing.

The 100 languages
“Loris Malaguzzi’s poem The 100 languages is a social and political and educational
pedagogy expressed in poetry. If you read it with attention, you can find how many
traditional schools around the world separate children in pieces, without taking into
account what children really feel, know, desire.”

The child is made of one hundred.
The child has
a hundred languages
a hundred hands
a hundred thoughts
a hundred ways of thinking
of playing, of speaking.

They tell the child:
to think without hands
to do without head
to listen and not to speak
to understand without joy
to love and to marvel
only at Easter and at Christmas.

A hundred.

They tell the child:
to discover the world already there
and of the hundred
they steal ninety-nine.

Always a hundred
ways of listening
of marvelling, of loving
a hundred joys
for singing and understanding
a hundred worlds
to discover
a hundred worlds
to invent
a hundred worlds
to dream.

They tell the child:
that work and play
reality and fantasy
science and imagination
sky and earth
reason and dream
are things
that do not belong together.

The child has
a hundred languages
(and a hundred hundred hundred more)
but they steal ninety-nine.
The school and the culture
separate the head from the body.

And thus they tell the child
that the hundred is not there.
The child says:
No way. The hundred is there.
— Loris Malaguzzi
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The 100 languages promote interconnection
“The expressive languages are not just about creativity, but are languages of learning,
promoting interconnection.” Paola drew on the work and words of Edgar Morin and Ilya
Prigogine in arguing for the teaching through the 100 languages – a way of embracing
interdisciplinarity and interconnection at all ages:
• “In the 19th century fragmentation played an important role in the creation of separate
disciplines for biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, psychology, sociology, etc. But
when we look at the great challenges facing humanity today, we realise that we need
an interdisciplinary approach. Therefore in this historical moment, I believe it is really
very important to emphasise the end of fragmentation, or, at least, its overcoming.”
Ilya Prigogine’s book From being to becoming: Time and complexity in the physical
sciences
• “Knowledge, at the same time, involves separation and interconnection, analysis and
synthesis. Our civilisation and consequently our way to teach favoured separation at
the expense of interconnection, analysis at the expense of synthesis.” Edgar Morin’s
La Tete bien faite
• “Instead of thought that isolates and separates, you have to replace a thought that
distinguishes and unites. Instead of a simplistic thought, a thought of the complex.”
Edgar Morin’s Seven complex lessons in education for the future

What is the role of the atelier?
“The atelier is not just a way of developing a space, or offering children some activities,
like painting or using clay, but a paradigm (a metaphor) for defining learning and
teaching for discovery, by means of interconnected languages… The atelier is a place
where concepts become visible through a concrete action (typical of art and great
artisans), and the the process is an important part of the final work. It is work itself.
Processes in the atelier are similar to those of a creative artisan.”

Teaching and learning is researching
“Learning is a process of research both for children and teacher. Every act of learning is
research. The teacher is researching and supporting the different way of children to learn
individually and in groups… We learn with others. We learn for others. As teachers we
continually learn how children learn.”

It’s also about learning how to learn
“Learning can be tiring for children. There’s joy, but maybe not always. It’s ok. Helping
children be aware of what they do, how they do, and what they feel is important. If they
are getting frustrated with what they’re doing, we might ask them: ‘What could you do?
How could you do it together?’ And after they’ve finished something, we might ask them
things like: ‘What did you do? What was the hardest part of what you did? What was
easy? What did you learn? Did you find any problems? Did you have fun?’
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“You challenge children to go a little bit forward. It’s not just about doing an activity,
but actively inviting children to take their investigation into different languages. (‘Oh,
what have you drawn? A city of stars? Could we make music for your city?’). How many
times at school was your learning obstructed, because you felt you were not able to do
something? You know your children, and the borders of what they feel they can and can’t
do. What is important is the awareness that the how is more important than the what.
“If children want to move to another task in another space, there’s a negotiation. Say if
children are still busy in that other space, we might say: ‘When they’re finished, you can
go there. Let’s imagine what you can do when you get there…’ We help them plan and
imagine. “Not everything is up to children, and not everything is programmed. It is a
negotiation… The environment is ready with many languages, but the children negotiate
with the teachers what they do and when they do. If not now, then later, they can do
different things… There’s not an urgency to bring and bring and bring new things. We
also stop children sometimes! It’s a very natural relationship.”

Conditions are key to what is possible in your classroom
“‘How can we [do better]’ is a problem also for us. Now we have classes of 26 children,
with 2 teachers with the same intent and the same responsibilities. But at one stage
we were 33 children with only one teacher… We always have to take care of the theory
and the real conditions in which we teach. Many times bad conditions can betray the
theory and the possibility of this practice. Be attentive to the way you might betray
your good ideas.”

Our research is empirical and ecological
“Our research is empirical: It draws from the life of children. It means being involved
at a cognitive and emotional level, close and attentive to children’s proximal zones
of development (Vygotsky). It’s also ecological. What do I mean by this? One of
your presenters in the breakaway sessions Malie Ntshangase said this: ‘A storytelling
approach, sharing my reflections from my own childhood and how this influenced me as
a pre-school teacher, my experiences growing up on a farm outside Caledon and how
much of the Reggio elements my mother intuitively adopted, support and encouraged.’
This is ecological. An ecological approach is about normal people with normal goals and
normal relations – not just bound by rules in order to grow obedient children.”

Documentation is a memory trace that supports learning
“We’re often asking ourselves: what can we give back that can help children find new
relations, new connections… Children have memory – the memory of an elephant, we
say… Documentation helps us and them remember and make sense of what we’re
researching. At the beginning of any documentation, there’s always a hypothesis, there’s
always something we want to know better.”
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What are the key factors of the Reggiana culture?
“There’s the value attributed to group work as an effective learning tool; the attention
devoted to variation, to quality and choice of teaching materials; and the role of the
adult understood as a researcher and facilitator. Our image of the child is as a competent
and authoritative researcher, a builder of theories and culture. There’s also the value of
time – to finish a project, to help children understand they can work on it tomorrow. We
don’t have fragmented and pre-programmed work times – it’s not just about when the
bell rings!”

Teaching is a profession that cannot afford to think small
Paola drew on Loris Malaguzzi and philosopher David Hawkins’ words and inspiration
in driving home the importance of teachers seeing themselves as researchers:
• “Either education is a research situation and research produces new pedagogy, or it
is a request of performance that is delivered to young children by subjugating them
within a message that is already all prefabricated or codified.” Loris Malaguzzi
• “Teachers should not be seen as an object of study, but as interpreters of educational
phenomena.” David Hawkins
• “Our experience traverses many theories, much research and many contributions
coming from different fields. It is a continuous gathering of meditations and events,
including those that are born in our hands … for a profession that cannot afford to
think small, or to forget that our first choice has been refusing school that speaks
and acts only on commission, and renounces its critical and reforming function.
Which is what saves you from being or from becoming merely a melancholy executor.”
Loris Malaguzzi
Tools (in
this case,
what
drawing
tools were
used)

Supports (what
kind of paper
or canvas was
drawn on)

Relationship
between tool
and support

Quantity
and quality
of words

Words,
sounds, songs,
exclamations,
facial and body
gestures, actions,
pressures
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structure
(drawing on
Rhoda Kellogg’s
theories,
articulated
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Children’s Art)

Recurring
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knowledge
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Between graphics and storytelling
Paola spent time reflecting on the creative possibilities of materials – and the
connection between these material possibilities and investigations in the schools.

Drawing as graphic speech, and narration as a mental drawing
Paola spoke a bit about a topic given to various schools in Reggio Emilia by the
pedagogical coordinating team, focusing on the relationship between drawing and
narration: “We were interested in better understanding how words and mental images
nourish graphics and material, and how much graphics, material and mental images
nourish the words…”
Teachers were asked to supply at least three different palettes of drawing tools, and
multiple different supports [kinds of paper or canvas on which drawing can be done],
and to observe the relationships developed between these materials by the child.
“The kinds of topics we give schools are always about connection between things, like
nature and digital, or movement, music and dance. It’s never a topic alone. Here it was
drawing and narration. We were thinking about drawing as the mind resting on paper;
drawing as graphic speech, and narration as a mental drawing. A cultural map of a
topic’s possibilities is given to all preschools, and teachers are invited to make their own
map about the topic and its goals (covering its conceptual area, area of investigation,
and prospects for relaunching the enquiry).

Observational tool for enquiry
“The observational tool provides a sort of map in order to observe. It’s not something
mandatory, it’s something we thought of as a support to teachers.”
The tool below was developed in order to observe everyday situations. In this case, it was
tailored to guide observation around a few key questions regarding children’s drawing
and narration, namely:
• What relationships are established between the drawing instruments and the supports
by the children?
• Are the children’s drawing experiences accompanied by words? How are words and
drawings interwoven?
• Do the children talk about what they are doing while they are
“I don’t like
drawing? In what way (with words, gestures, etc)?
the word to
• How can we describe the words that emerge with the marks
‘teach’ children
or accompany them (descriptive, metaphorical, allusive, ironic,
… instead it’s
etc)?
about how
• What relationships are established between the children?
we stay with
Teachers also made note of ‘creative accidents’ – holes in the
children.”
paper, drawn images transferring from the paper to the table
below, and how the children incorporated these accidents into
their creative storytelling.
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Things a teacher might say to aid the enquiry
“A teacher might say: ‘Let’s see what is here … We brought something special here...
There’s something to discover. Let’s try … What would you like to bring to draw?... What
is the best paper to use for your drawing? … What have you discovered? How would you
like to continue?’
“Sometimes, when they’ve drawn something, we ask them to stand up higher, to see
from above, from another point of view. We give them time to reconsider, to make
meaning, or to prefigure how to continue. Time is a value of ours: It’s about giving
children time to observe, to think, to explore, to fall in love with materials. To encounter.
In this way, they are not in front of homework – they are exploring.”

What are children learning through this kind of investigation?
“To be creative, to work with other people, to debate, to innovate, not to be shy, not
to be invasive – we can do this with children since they’re born. We can learn to be
competitive, or we can learn solidarity of ideas, we can learn collaboration. We can work
with human nature or against human nature. It’s up to us as a society. Work in school is
not just at an educational level and a psychological level, but also work at a social level,
at a political level.”

Reggionarra – a night of city-wide storytelling
To show how investigations connect to the wider Reggio citizenry, Paola spoke briefly
about Reggionarra, an annual night of city-wide storytelling: “One way to give meaning,
to honour children’s creativity, is not by making young children give a performance – but
asking parents to perform for children. Stories are a gift of love. They enrich whoever
gives the present, even more than who receives them. Reggionarra was a project really
born in the schools. We presented to parents how good children are at inventing stories.
And instead of asking children to make parents smile, we ask parents to make children
smile, to make them laugh…”
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The daily dimension of design-based
(progettuale) thinking
How do you decide what to do with children every day? Paola spoke through
the process of how educators can design an evolving set of experiences for
their children.

Defining progettazione
Paola started with the definition of progettazione in Indications, the booklet given
to all new parents in municipally-run preschools and infant-toddler centres in Reggio
– a publication developed through wide community involvement and participatory
consultation: “The educational action takes shape by means of progettazione, which
is the process of planning and designing the teaching and learning activities, the
environment, the opportunities for participation, and the professional development of
the personnel, and not by means of applying predefined curricula … it accepts doubt,
uncertainty, and error as resources, and is capable of being modified in relation to the
evolution of the contexts. It is carried out by means of the processes of observation,
documentation, and interpretation in a recursive relationship, and through a close
synergy between the organisation of the work and the educational research.”
Paola contrasted programmazione (from pro-graphein, the act of “writing in advance”)
with progettazione (from pro-iacere, the act of “throwing forward”). The first is an
activity-based model, she argued, whereas the latter is an experience. But progettare
doesn’t mean improvising, she emphasised. Rather, it takes into account key references.
The Indications booklet, other publications by Reggio Children and the body of
documentation built up over the decades, are key references for the Reggio schools –
together with the Italian indications for preschools and the first cycle of the education
curriculum (3-15 years). “These indications are not guidelines, not a curriculum… they
are an open text that the professional community is called to assume and contextualise,
elaborating specific choices regarding contents, methods, organisations and evaluations.
“Our is a contextual curriculum – taking into account the Italian context, who our children
are, our meetings with parents. Along the years, we build our curriculum, our years, our
learning.”
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Programming vs progettazione in action
Paola illustrated what programming means at traditional infant-toddler centres and
preschools in Italy. In a traditional infant-toddler centre, she explained, the emphasis
would be on the manipulation of materials, trying to apply the sensorimotor ideas of
Piaget, for example (“but manipulation of materials, all day, every day? Children need
more than that!”). Programming at a traditional preschool is about “flashcards and
study sheets… and this is a business. Lots and lots of manuals every year, with little,
little changes. There is a business in manuals for teachers, that say to them: do this,
do this, do this. It’s a big, big business.”
She then illustrated the difference between traditional Italian schools and the
municipally-run schools in Reggio Emilia by showing how each have tackled the topic of
spring. She showed a piece of documentation from a traditional preschool, talking about
how the children made a spring poster. Spring-themed materials were pre-made and
pre-cut by adults, with no consultation with the children, and even the language used
to describe the process seemed patronising, speaking of children as “our little friends”
(“Children are friends, we are teachers … but children are not ‘our little friends’ … this is a
little image of children…”).
The Reggio way, by contrast, starts with “encountering a subject by entering into a
context”. In the example Paola shared, children started exploring themes of spring by
visiting a field of yellow daisies that grow in the area during the season. “Every subject
(person or thing) loses a part of its identity if it is taken out of the context which gives
it meaning.” By encountering the daisies up close, children were encouraged to be more
attentive to relationships in the world – between bees, daisies, grasshoppers, children
and the changing climate – and to the diversity in a subject that can be taken for
granted. “This is an ethical thinking – there is not one [kind of] yellow. Just as there is for
all daisies, it is the same for all people.”
Only after their encounters were children invited to represent daisies in clay, in drawing
or painting: “This is a way to encounter, to think about daisies, to develop symbols and
language… Children can begin to think about symbols very early in their life.”
Through the investigation, questions of life, death and regeneration naturally came
up, and Paola spoke about how schools in Reggio handle these big life questions, like
where we come from or where we’re going: “We prefer to cultivate the big question with
children. Then it’s up to the families what they want to teach children, what religion they
want to share.”
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What tools do we use in order to progettare?
Paola spoke through three tools that are often used to aid observation and progettare in
the schools:

Tool #1: Statement of intent
This is a sort of written conversation about your intention for the next six months. It
takes into account what you know about these children (the age and year of children,
their context, how many are new to the school, etc). It can be both individual and
collective (for one teacher or a group of teachers), but it’s always collaborative,
taking into account your context as a school and your collective intentions, and opens
possibilities for as many expressive languages as possible. Consider it an open document
that can accept additional notes from the same (or other) teachers, atelieristas,
pedagogistas, etc. This intention is also shared with parents.

Tool #2: Progettazione of each class
• A tool used every month or two months
• Includes date, month, details of class, etc for record-keeping purposes
Context, observations, notes

Hypothesis of research

Interpretations, possible re-launches

(who are these children, and who
are the adults in the classroom – and
what is their context; what you did in
previous months, etc)

(taking the context and your
observations into account)

(this column is empty when you first
fill out the tool, and is added to as
you go)

Tool #3: Weekly organisation/agenda of the class
• This tool ends up as a weekly agenda of your class, as well as for you as a teacher. Be
sure to include date, class details, etc.
• It also includes names of specific children you’d like working in a group: “You have to
have some idea of which groups to put children in – but not in a military way. You know
groups that work together better, but you propose this group to the children.”
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Context and
groups of children
(what they’re
doing, where, with
names of children)

Materials and
environment
(ensure these are
not the same every
day, every month)

Documentation,
questions &
tools (what
documentation
do I want to do?
What do I want to
understand better?)

Staff meetings
(this tool helps
guide what you
want to raise and
discuss in staff
meetings)

Parent meetings
(or anything else
coming up in the
week)

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

In addition to these kinds of tool templates, teachers have the following items on hand:
a pencil, notebook, recorder, camera, scissors, glue. They might write rough notes and
observations during the session with the children, and afterwards download images and
match them with more carefully transcribed notes.
These tools don’t just help teachers observe, they also help them think, and make
contextual relaunches or interventions with the children: “We are not a machine. When
we write, we think. When we write we understand better.”

Progettuale thinking should be applied to all aspects of school
“Progettuale thinking is a strategy to think not only about projects, but about the
entire daily life of children in the infant-toddler centres and preschools, to think about
snack time, bathroom time, arrival time… Every moment deserves to be thought of with
progettuale thinking.”

The structure of progettuale thinking
Progettuale thinking is organised into:
• Hypothesis
• Observations
• Documentation
— Description
— Synthesis
— Evaluation
— Communication: “We [as adults] understand better what we say if we can
communicate. It’s the same for children. You can learn, step by step, by being with
other people. Not alone.”
• Interpretations: “Documentation alone is not enough. It is useful only if it is
reinterpreted…”
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Progettazione invites us to move beyond the obvious and
the banal
“Loris Malaguzzi invited us to leap over the wall of the obvious,
of the banal and of the irremovable, to go beyond the boundaries
that separate places, ideas and subject matter, to break with
conformity. It’s about moving beyond obviousness and the
banality of the environment, overcoming the poverty and banality
of the timing of [traditional] educational experiences … This is
not a model but an open context where children can explore with
passion and intelligence…

“This is real work,
a real challenge,
real difficulty. Real
learning… Every
time a person
solves a problem
he or she realises a
creative process.”

“Leave the children time to find the problem, to fight with the problem, to give each
other some suggestions…”

Two main kinds of relaunch
You can relaunch investigations in two main ways.
First are the contextual relaunches, done during the investigation or activity: “You’ve
made a lot of hypotheses, but while you’re taking notes, you can think what to say to
children that you might not have thought before. The act of writing is an act of thinking.”
Second are relaunches after the analysis of documentation: The power of using
documentation to help drive progettazione is that “you can modify what you originally
thought, as you understand more about these children.”

The secret wall
Paola then showed how progettuale thinking and relaunching works in practice, with
an example of an investigation in the Diana School in Reggio. Teachers were inspired
by the thinking of Giles Clement, a landscape architect, and his manifesto of the third
landscape:
“When we stop looking at the landscape as an object of human activity, we immediately
discover a quantity of undecided space without function which is difficult to give a name
to. This ensemble belongs neither to the land of shadows nor to the land of light.”
The work of French philosopher Mark Augé, and how he thought about non-places, also
informed their thinking and wondering about how the children might be interested (or
not) in a small, forgotten wall, nearby the school. Laura Rubizzi, their teacher, prepared
a bag full of what she thought the children might need: magnifying glasses, clipboards,
string, cameras, small boxes for little treasures, as wall as a recording device. She then
took small groups of children (three or four at a time) on an exploratory walk of the
wall, and documented all their observations and interests, the names and stories they
provided for aspects of the wall that caught their interest, their questions and theories
about the why’s of the wall (“A theory is something that tries to explain something by
conceptual connection, it’s an attempt at explanation of the why’s of the world… and it
very often generates new ideas.”)
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The investigation was relaunched in a few different ways, all informed by the original
documentation:
• First relaunch
First Laura (their teacher) decided to look over the documentation with the children,
while posing two questions:
— How can we make it clear to those passing by that wall how important, beautiful
and curious the things are that you have discovered?
— Among all the things you have discovered, what is more interesting to you?
Children then decided to create a temporary clay sculpture at the wall.
• Second relaunch
Children then focused on creating small secrets and surprises at the wall, by
collecting materials, little stones, and leaving them in less obvious places to be
discovered by those who are curious.
• Third relaunch
The children were invited to take their observations of ‘it seems’ to ‘it can become’
– for example, where one child had noticed what ‘seemed’ like a little garden of
stones, and made it become one, through interpretive synthesis.
• Fourth relaunch
Children then began bringing elements of the outside world into the classroom and
exploring how to make an environment for little plants. How can a stone support
life? What habitats are good for plants?
• Fifth relaunch
Children continued their exploration of what conditions are favourable for the life of
plants, but this time outside.
• Sixth relaunch
Children drew aspects of the little wall, as a way to listen more closely to its secrets.
• Seventh relaunch
Children drew on different stones with water
There was also some unexpected autonomous research by children into sculptures and
structures for the plants.

What were the results of this project?
Children began looking at their school environment in new ways, seeing the forgotten
or overlooked places with new eyes and new questions. Parents decided to research the
history of the wall, and invented a story for the children about it. The school developed
a little booklet about the secret wall, which it gave to all class families at the end of
the year. These notes were done by the teachers not at the end of the project, but in
the middle. What concepts did the children put into play through their explorations?
“Empathy, ethics of life, welcoming, solidarity, wonder, tenderness…”
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Situating schools in a wider pedagogical system
Paola explained the wider pedagogical system into which the infant-toddler
centres and preschools fit – particularly the role of the pedagogista, the
documentation centre, Remida, and the atelier school at the Loris Malaguzzi
International Centre.

What is the role of the pedagogista?
“The pedagogista is not a bureaucratic director of schools, but is closer to teachers and
parents. They are not responsible for things like school administration and fees.”

What’s the purpose of the documentation centre?
“It’s so important that documentation finds its way into booklets, into videos. We’ve
organised all our documentation into a public place [the documentation centre], open
three times a week, free, for anyone who wants to come… It’s a resource centre, very
helpful for teachers, where you can consult. We also organise moments of professional
development to present your documentation. It’s very formative [for a teacher]. It’s very
good for your profession.”

What purpose do the Remida serve?
Remida are effectively recycling centres, where waste materials from factories and small
artisans are collected, cleaned, organised and artfully displayed. Citizen volunteers
organise the space, as well as run a laboratory/atelier to help people think through the
possibility of different materials (and connect materials with specific topics). Schools,
hospitals, any institutions that work for education, culture or solidarity have free access.
“The idea is to foster empathy and solidarity with all
the world around us, and ultimately have less material,
less waste in the world, not more… Remida is a cultural
project about sustainability, recycling, and discarded
materials.”
Once a year, the centre organises Remida Day, where
families are invited to see how beautiful material in
itself can be. Once a year, it also hosts a market where
vendors can sell upcycled goods made with waste
materials. There are currently 18 Remida centres around
the world.
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“Remida are named
after King Midas with
the golden touch… It’s
a name to acknowledge
that everything, any
material, can be, in our
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How is the Reggio Emilia approach being applied at a primary
school level?
If you visit the Loris Malaguzzi International Centre in Reggio, you’ll find a preschool
and a primary school sharing the same space. This has required a partnership between
municipal government (who are responsible for early childhood education) and national
government (who are responsible for primary schooling and above). It’s at this school
that the Reggio Emilia approach is being piloted in the primary years. “This school is a
little bit special, because we want to try a new way to learn, a new way to teach – within
Italian law…”
Functionally, it’s worth noting that the preschool and primary school teachers come
from different contexts, and have different contracts and hours. Preschool teachers
are employed by the municipality for 36 hours a week. Primary school teachers are
employed by the state for 25 hours a week, and the school day is from 8:00-4:30 –
which means two teachers are employed for each class, and their times overlap for only
one hour every day. The maximum class size is 28, minimum is 15. And primary school
education is free for families.
The school at the Loris Malaguzzi International Centre is designed to be flexible –
different children inhabit different spaces at different times. “The spaces are flexible. One
year it can welcome the five-year olds. The next year it can be for ten-year olds… The
intention is not to have different spaces, not to separate. Sometimes a door is closed, but
the space is shared.”
An atelierista works with all age groups, but not in an equally intensive way (36 hours
per week is limited). In addition to an atelier, there are many little places where children
can experiment (“all places are good to support children’s thinking”). As far as possible,
children use their surrounding environment to study and apply concepts they’re learning
(whether it’s measuring the stairs or studying perspective by working in the school’s loft
spaces) and work with “real things”, like microscopes. The school also makes a point of
keeping traces of children’s thinking, like allocating “a table of thoughts, where children
can leave the traces of what they’re studying about for a while”. On the wall, you can also
see traces, or a synthesis, of their research.
The way the children work is through research: small groups of children develop their
own textbooks on different topics, and share their learnings with each other (both
verbally and by leaving their textbooks behind as a resource). These groups also create
conceptual maps of meaning and learning, made up of their own words, their research,
and other documents.
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The school was also resourceful in its approach to building up a library of learning
materials: Instead of prescribing the same textbook for each child (for which the state
provides a book voucher), the school prescribed books covering a variety of subjects.
Each child then exchanged their voucher for a different book, which they then share with
others in their school, and leave behind as a resource.
What does a day in the primary school look like? “A normal day focuses on making
different things, taking into account what children already know… Yes, we do exercises
[like maths exercises]. But it’s not done in order to have a good mark, for your teacher
to say ‘bravo’. It’s to be able to write down an important thing that you have done or
thought. The aim of this is to ensure children can really study, can really learn, in a more
interactive way. It’s not a method to be applied, but a reference.”
By law, Italian primary school teachers have to evaluate children twice a year. In the
school at the Loris Malaguzzi International Centre, teachers don’t give marks every day.
Rather, children evaluate themselves officially twice a year, rating themselves on a scale
of 0-10. Generally the marks they give themselves are between 6 and 8:
6: I began learning, but I have a lot of learning to do.
7: I learnt something. But I have a lot of things to learn.
8: I learnt a lot. Good work. But I still have work to do.
In addition to this assessment every six months, children are always assessing what
they’ve learnt so far, what they’d like to learn, how they learnt (who or what helped
them), and how they can help others learn. “It’s about learning, but also about being
together. To be aware that you are learning, that you help others, that others help you.
For us this is an ethical evaluation, but also a real and concrete one.”
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Questions from the audience
During the course of both conferences, Paola invited educators to interrupt her
presentations to ask any burning questions. Here are a few of the questions, plus
Paola’s responses.

Do children in Reggio schools have regular music sessions?
“No, because music is part of a project… We might ask children, during the course of a
project, if they can make a song for their drawing, or about their current exploration. It’s
up to us to go in-depth with music. You must remember, music is in Italian – it’s part of
the entire culture – allegro, adagio, tempo, presto ... We see music as a language, not as a
lesson.”

Do groups of three-, four- and five-year-old children sometimes
work on the same project?
“Yes, even young children. What changes? The materials, the way we are in touch with
the children… A project can be carried out in classroom, the atelier, the piazza, a park.”

Does the atelierista ever work on her own project?
“A short project, maybe, but it’s always something shared in a class, with staff. The topics
are always shared among groups… Sometimes the atelierista is not in the atelier. She
can work in the classroom, while the teacher is in the atelier. Or on some topic, but on a
different table. For example, we’ve found that a very effective way to work with a young
teacher is mirroring – to do the same thing, with different children, in the same room. The
environment is a tool, a part of children’s learning. Children can also be found working
with the cook, or with the cleaning staff.”

Where does the atelierista fit in to progettuale thinking?
“The atelierista can have her own statement of intent, or can share it with other teachers
… sometimes we try to support a more fragile teacher, sometimes we decide that she
needs to be more dedicated to the first class, or to the last class. It’s a collective decision.
Before we write our statements of intent, we talk together – and the suggestions of the
atelierista are part of every statement of intent.”

How do you divide up the time in the day?
“The time to work starts at 7:30, when the children start arriving. The environment is
already ready, with material, with light. This early time is absolutely a time of learning.
And one of the class teachers is already there.
“As soon as the second teacher arrives at 8:30, both teachers discuss what they had in
mind to propose to the children. The time from 7:30-9:00 is not a time of waiting until
something happens.
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“At 9:00 is the morning assembly. Parents have to bring children to school by 9:00 –
otherwise they will cut into the time children have to work together. At the morning
assembly, children eat fruits, and share what they’ve done and are going to do.
“This is children’s living day, their daily life… We don’t cut the time into pieces. We don’t
cut the experiences of children in pieces. There are some moments we can’t move, like
lunch. If children are still working on a project at lunch, we ask them to stop, but also
negotiate: maybe they can continue working tomorrow, maybe later.
“At midday it’s lunch. After that it’s naptime or relaxing time. There’s a small snack at
3:00, and most children leave at 4:00 (though some stay on if their parents work later).
“As for how the rest of how day is cut up, it’s up to teachers to decide what is best for
the children.”

What does the use of the camera support in children’s research?
“Children are using a tool that is part of the contemporary. It’s about filtering,
reinterpreting, discriminating reality from your own point of view. It’s about reflecting on
images.”

How do you handle discipline?
“Our children are normal children. They can break [things]. They can hurt others or
themselves. Our solution is not to write down the rule on the wall. We have to deal with
the situation – asking them why they did it, what they could do differently (because
everyone can do something differently). We don’t just say ‘no’. If a child does something
good, we celebrate it.
“Working in a group can help – so you don’t just repeat ‘do this, don’t do this’. It’s easier
if you have the alliance of the environment, your colleagues, to make children feel that
they are making sense, building something together… This is about trying to make
meaning with children. Sometimes when you try to impose rigid discipline, some children
want to be opposite. Instead we try to involve them, we try to keep their point of view.”

What is your take on working with lowercase vs capital letters?
“Of course there’s already been some Argentinian (University of Buenos Aires) research
on letters (“La costruzione della lingua scritta nel bambino” by Emilia Ferreiro and Ana
Teberosky). In Reggio schools we work more with capital letters, as this helps children
to understand the value of written language. Once children are able to learn to make
meaning, then they can go on to learn lowercase. It helps that our children are not
expected to know letters when they go to primary school. It can also be a question of
the language you’re learning in. In Italian, the letter is the sound. Not so in English, where
the letter ‘e’ can make many sounds.”
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What about children with special rights?
At the Nova Pioneer Ormonde conference, Paola spent a bit more time talking about
children with special rights: “Loris Malaguzzi said that having children with special rights
in the classroom taught us a lot, refined us, made us observe children more closely, made
us more attentive to documentation, more attentive to different languages… We’ve had
to find new ways of thinking and acting pedagogically with all children, and we’ve been
challenged to give up rigid assumptions… It’s important to respect children’s times for
coming to fruit for doing and understanding. It’s important to catch our breath and
restore our images of self and knowledge of different worlds… We’ve found that even the
strongest difference can be a resource for all children.”
“Routines, small everyday actions, are marvellous occasions for exchange,
orientation and giving value… Knowing how to move between rules and exceptions
is part of our educational approach. The foreseeable and the unforeseeable are
included in our idea of being human.” [Excerpt from a piece of documentation on
children with special rights]

Do you do concerts?
“For small children, it’s very demanding to perform in front of adults… And you find that
preparing for it takes up so much of teachers’ time. Instead we ask parents to perform
for children.”
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The family (tree): Reggio Emilia-inspired
philosophical teacher education
Professor Karin Murris, Joanne Peers and Rose-Anne Reynolds from the University of
Cape Town presented on how the Reggio Emilia approach, as well as Philosophy for
Children, has informed courses that are part of the one-year foundation phase PGCE
(postgraduate certificate of education) at UCT. Their research has been published in
the Journal of Childhood Studies (Vol 43.1, 2018) and can be accessed for free online.

More about UCT’s foundation phase PGCE
UCT offers a one-year postgraduate certificate of education focused on the foundation
phase, convened by Karin Murris. On the programme, Karin teaches Childhood Studies – an
experiential course which draws on philosophy, psychology, sociology of education, and
children’s literature. The textbook for this course is Karin’s own publication, The Posthuman
Child. Joanne teaches the Life Skills course, which focuses on equipping student teachers to
have play-based approaches to inspired enquiry-based thinking, and aims to foster critical,
creative and collaborative thinking. Rose-Anne teaches the Special Studies course, focusing
on the connection between theory and practice, as well as experiential learning through
collaborative partnerships with other schools and sites in and around Cape Town. For the past
year, these three have been sharing their pedagogical documentation, and trying to ensure
their courses connect and relate to each other.

What informs their thinking?
Their thinking is informed by the Reggio Emilia approach, Philosophy for Children,
Karin’s work on posthumanism in education, as well as posthumanist thinkers like
Donna Haraway. “In the words of Donna Haraway, it’s about ‘stirring up and staying
with the trouble’, about provoking our students ‘to make kin’; with each child, each
other, other animals and the more-than-human,” explains Karin.
For Joanne, it’s also about interdisciplinarity, connection, and embracing the unknown: “How
can we work in an integrated way – ways we as foundation phase teachers are supposed to
work in future classrooms?... How can we dare to see the ambiguities, knowing our work is
always selective, always partial, always contextual? … How do we embrace the unexpected,
the new, the not-knowing sometimes what to do next, that for which we might not have
planned for in our programmes?”

Stories as a launchpad for philosophical enquiry
Karin decided to start her course with a class enquiry into The Stickman, by Julia Donaldson
and Alex Scheffler: “I had this hunch, this inkling, that the topics in this book might be able to
help us think about Life Skills, Special Studies, but also Childhood Studies – bringing us into
conversation with topics like family and belonging.”
Despite the story taking place in a snowy landscape foreign to South African readers, and
the human characters all being white, Karin found many student teachers identified with
the story… “And this made me wonder: What is it that makes me identify with something
different? Is it the philosophical concepts at play in the story?”
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Before reading the story, students were invited to “stay with” materials like logs or paper
in silence. Afterwards, they read the story together, and engaged in discussion about
what it means to be or belong to a family. They also responded to the story creatively –
representing it in playdough, or making their own family tree.
Here are some of the questions that emerged out of their discussion:
• Why do we value human needs more over non-human needs?
• Do material objects have a longing to go back to something from which they came?
• Can the inanimate have a family and emotional desires?
• Who speaks out for the voiceless??
• Why do humans and animals feel superior to other objects or things in nature?
• Why is one stick a stickman and the others not?
• Why is it that only when we personify non-human things do we care or empathise or
place importance on them?
These rich questions had Karin asking: “What are the images of child that we work
with when we read a story? Are we allowing children to ask their own questions about
a story?”

Four different ways of thinking about children
Karin spoke briefly through four different ways to think about children, as originally
articulated in her book The Posthuman Child.
• Child as ‘i’, the scientific, cognitive child; Piaget’s child
• Child as ‘I’, a child who is the holder of human rights
• Child as ‘ii’ or the child in context, who is seen through a socio-constructivist lens
• Child as ‘iii’, the posthuman child, the child who is in a process of becoming with
others and with the world
As a way to move beyond English written assessment at university, student teachers
were asked to ‘storify’ these theories and respond to them creatively: “We’re not looking
for what we already know. If I see what I already know (as a lecturer) then I’m not doing
my job. It is the shifting understanding of child and childhood I’m really looking for
throughout the years.”

“Making kin…troubles important matters, like to whom one is actually
responsible. Who lives and who dies, and how, in this kinship rather than
that one? What shape is this kinship, where and whom do its lines connect
and disconnect, and so what? What must be cut and what must be tied if
multispecies flourishing on earth, including human and other-than-human
beings in kinship, are to have a chance?”
— Donna Haraway
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Pathways of pedagogical documentation
Throughout their courses, Karin, Joanne and Rose-Anne were documenting the
philosophical discussions and emerging enquiries in their classes. They were then
sharing, reflecting and commenting on this pedagogical documentation together, via
Google Drive. “Because of our timetables, not all three of us could be in the same room
at the same time. Working on Google Drive opened up opportunities to make links
between courses,” explained Joanne. “The constant re-working of the documentation
through annotations on what was happening in the class is a form of listening.”

A classroom doesn’t have to have four walls
Joanne’s Life Skills course focused on reinventing concepts through relationality: “What
limitations are there, when we just use posters in our classroom? … How can we talk
about water without experiencing water? I wanted to trouble the idea of outside being
for play, inside being for work.”
As an example of how learning outside the classroom might work (and as part of an
outing in Rose-Anne’s Special Studies course), student teachers were taken on a visit
to the Two Oceans Aquarium. What was interesting to note is how they made meaning
of their outing through the lens of their enquiries in the Childhood Studies course,
wondering if family is a human concept, if fish in the aquarium have a home or a family.
Another outing was to Arderne Gardens in Cape Town, where student teachers spent
time outside reading picture books to each other, engaging in philosophical discussions,
and finally making small creative works with sticks, bought and recycled materials –
many of which were left behind as a gift for the trees, or for those who
might discover the gifts in the trees.
All three courses disrupted the idea that learning has to happen in a classroom, that
subjects or courses can be taught independently of each other, that philosophical enquiry
is somehow independent of teaching and learning, and that learning happens alone.

Proposing a fourth theme of the National Curriculum Framework
The South African National Curriculum Framework for children from birth to four has
three main themes, articulated from the child’s point of view:
• I am a competent person
• My learning and development is important
• I make meaning and connections with adults
Through their work on “making kin” with children and with the world, Karin, Joanne and
Rose-Anne are proposing a fourth theme for the NCF, namely:
I care for myself, other humans, non-human animals and the environment
• I see myself as part of a more-than-human world with responsibilities for bodies
other than my own
• I empathise with other humans and living organisms
• I sympathise with others who suffer, including non-human species of all sizes
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